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All Titles listed herein have been written / copiously annotated / edited by Robert Alan Balaicius.
Every single church, sunday school, christian high school,
christian college, seminary, homeschool room should have
one of each of these. P&H = 7.50 within the U.S., in
protective mailing tube. Up to 10 copies total of any
posters for only 10.00 total to 1 address in the U.S. in 1
tube. All on heavy, glossy, poster paper; suitable for framing; works of art; beautiful; one of
a kind / nothing else like them.
- A Coordinated Chronological
Table of the Patriarchs: From Adam
to the 12 Tribes of Israel and the
death of Moses... From Creation to
the Exodus... [Covering 26 generations and 2,553 years of history,
with around 3,000 co-ordinated
dates.] — a 10-year project - 38” x
50” full-color wall chart showing all patriarchs from Adam
to Moses; how old each was at time of all other patriarchs
(living and dead), age in relation to Flood, Call of Abraham,
Tower of Babel, Sodom & Gomorrah, Exodus; dates in
terms of age from Adam, and B.C. dates by 8 different
methods / chronologists; incorporates 2 other small charts:
calander of events of the Flood & difference between
Masoretic and Septuagint chronologies; clears up numerous
chronological mysteries, 2 dozen pictures. Most details,
comprehensive work of this kind ever attempted. A wealth
of info. Easily see who was alive and when and in relation
to everyone else and certain key events. 27.50 + P&H (see above).
Coming Soon: A Coordinated Chronological Table of the
Judges, Prophets, High Priests, and Kings of Israel (Together with the Contemporary Kings of Pagan Nations)
From The Exodus to the Return of the Exiles and the
Rebuilding of the Temple (and beyond) (spanning over
1016 years of history) 37” x 42” [inquire].
- Coordinated Chronology of
the Reformers - 95+ Protestant
Reformers and Pre-Reformers A.D. 1125-1700 — 42” x 33”
full-color wall chart; color coded
by country, 24 countries; 95 reformers on a time-line, 85 others not on the time line, showing dates of birth, death, how
they died, what denominations they founded, etc.; over
100 pictures. 22.50 + P&H.

- America, Christianity, Liberty & Truth: What Famous
Men Had To Say, Volume 1-4; (ACL&T) Full of powerful
quotes on these and related topics: proof America founded
as Christian nation; quotes on Bible, Constitution, so-called
Discrimination, Economics, debunking Evolution, Freedom,
Heritage, Property, Race, Self-Defense, etc. World’s greatest minds believed Liberty & Truth inseperable from Jesus
Christ & Bible. Contain Supreme Court and Common
Law citations. Vol. 1, 54pp. = 500 + P&H; Vol. 2, 80pp. =
600 + P&H; Vol. 3, 92pp. = 700 + P&H; VOL. 4 (THE FINAL
VOLUME), 405pp., paperback, 2000 + P&H. INCREDIBLE
INFORMATION! INDEXED. ---->All 4 Volumes for 3500 + P&H.

- Apologetic Expositions: Thorough, Consistent,
LOGICAL Studies Concerning Exclusive, Irrevocable Promises God Gave to His People Israel:
Proving God’s Word Does Not Change or Contradict Itself; Refuting Popular, Modernist Interpretations of Seemingly-Isolated Passages of Scripture Grossly Taken Out of Context or “Spiritualized” into Inefficacy: Verse-by-verse exegeses.
All 9 staplebacks for 58.00 + P&H.
- (#9) Acts 8, Ethiopian Eunuch, Simon of Cyrene & more;
83pp., 700 + P&H.
- (#3) Acts 13, Gentiles = “Israelites in dispersion”; not
nonIsraelites; 88pp., 700 + P&H.
- (#2) Acts 15, Gentiles = “Israelites in dispersion” etc., 88pp.,
700 + P&H.
- (#7) Epistle of I John: To Sin or Not to Sin? Love =
Obedience, 80pp., 7.00 + P&H.
- (#8) I Chronicles 11-21, Uriah “the Hittite”...? Zelek “the
Ammonite”...? Ismah “the Moabite”...? —and other similar
stumbling blocks REMOVED, including: David, Bathsheba,
Joab, why David wasn’t put to death; and why it was a sin

for David to number the people; 82pp., 7.00 + P&H.
- (#5) Galatians 3, (overview entire epistle) Paul nowhere
says Law abolished & Covenants / descent from Abraham is
not “spiritualized”; 88pp., 700 + P&H.
- (#1) Isaiah 56, God’s Covenants have not
failed; Promises God gave to Israel not generalized to all. Hebrew / Greek words for
“stranger” and “man” clearly interpreted,
88pp., 700 + P&H / or
- New re-written, expanded edition:
245pp., paperback, 1500 + P&H. (not included in full set)
- (#6) John 4 - Samaritan Woman at Well & Samaritan
Leper —Israelites Living in Samaria, 46pp., 5.50 + P&H.
- (#4) II Corinthians 3, (detailed coverage I & II Corinthians)
Paul nowhere says the Law was abolished; 88pp., 700 + P&H.
- Are Celestial Mysteries, History, and
Prophecy Revealed in the Orion Nebula,
the Stars, the Constellations, and the Zodiac...?, 82pp., 8.5” x 7”, pb., 58 illustrations, 2 full page color illustrations; 12.00
+ P&H. completely different perspective /
conclusions than other authorities on topic
(Rolleston, Seiss, Bullinger, Capt); using Bible numerics as
decipher card, reveals and explains God’s Plan for the Ages by
correctly identifying the identity and interpretation of each
of the 12 constellations of the Zodiac.
- Are We Keeping God’s Law Yet? indepth discussion of most the Laws of Scripture, revealing spiritual meaning behind
laws of God and physical reason why they
were given; very detailed, practical, insightful study; deep discussion: what it means
to “meditate” upon God’s Law, which also explains how
God’s Law will be prominent in the lives of
those who are the elect. 500pp., 6x9 pb.,
27.50 + P&H (new, rewritten/expanded)
- Are You An Anti-Semite...?, 24pp., 3.00 +
P&H. Unique presentation; powerful, yet
concise explanation of who a Semite is and
why, in a lively dialogue format. Great inexpensive tool for evangelism.
- The Biblical Law of the Tithe and the Modern Israelite, unique / detailed study covering
myriad of different aspects of Law of tithe as
revealed in O&N Testaments; God’s blessings for those who obey & curse for those
who ignore; how tithe is used for all of Israel;
a few accounts of prominent men who obeyed law of tithe
& became most successful men in their field; covers feasts
of Israel & numerous other things God requires in addition
to tithe: the firstfruits; soldier’s ransom, ransoming of the
firstborn, poor tithe, gleaning, etc.; contains some controversial ideas, but offers them as “food for thought,” not
necessarily as “thus saith Yahweh.” 92pp., 600 + P&H.

- Bittersweet Impressions & Inspirations,
Vol. 1 of original poems and a few short
stories, c.310+pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H. See
also Somber & Sacred... (Vol. 2).

- A Bolshevik Primer — and the Planned
Extermination of Christendom, Balaicius - Including: The Stalin Death (c.1953) Kenneth
Goff; Edited by R.A. Balaicius With Copious
Notes; exposes those behind Bolshevism and
Communism and details the long-planned
mongrelization of Christendom; 176 pages,
pb., with 145 Illustrations, 14.50 + P&H.
- Bolshevism, Communism, Judaism & Zionism: What Eminent American and European Statesmen Had To Say About the
“jews”; (BCJ&Z) 1st in series that offers
quotes by famous men (in this booklet, primarily statesmen and military leaders) concerning the “jews,”
their nature, and their deeds; the booklets in this series will
offer the “negative” side of the story, whereas America,
Christianity, Liberty & Truth gives the positive side. Very
revealing statements by people who were highly respected
and accomplished or who held some of the highest offices
in their field. 88pp., illustrated, 700 + P&H.
- Calling the Remnant of Christendom:
Come Out From Among Them and Be Ye
Separate...!, we are in the end times; what
does God expect of us? that is, those of us
who constitute the Remnant who will survive; 88pp., stapleback; 7.00 + P&H.
Children’s / Youth Books:

- Bible Lessons To Nourish Growing Minds: Lessons From
Nature, fully illustrated, teaches children how to understand
Bible & apply to daily lives through animals & nature;
unique & insightful approach, using clarifying analogies.
This & the other in the series (below) are probably the first
children’s books to ever teach such depth of Biblical truth,
imparting spiritual understanding on a level easily understood by children. 8½x11 pb.; 80pp., 12.00 + P&H.
- Bible Lessons to Nourish Growing Minds: Psalm 37,
whole chapter, verse-by-verse; Deals with heavy-duty topics
(such as destruction of wicked, etc.) in a way children can
handle. 8½x11 paperback, 150pp., 15.00 + P&H.
- God, Man, and The Universe: How Everything Came To
Be — The Ancient History of the Earth as Related in the

7 Days of Creation [Genesis Chapters 1 and 2] — A Youth
Curriculum Including Practical Information that Relates to
Many Important Areas of Modern Life, (intro. to logical
thinking, Reformers, U.S. Founded as a Christian Nation,
exposing medical & economic conspiracy, debunking evolution, and more.] Q&A, challenging, enlightening, 1,000+
illustrations, unique insight, graspable by younger youth,
not condescending for older youth or even adults; fascinating presentation. 8.5”x7” pb., 438pp., 2500.
- The Lost Little Princess, 8½x11 stapleback 60pp., laminated cover & thick, light blue paper; touching allegory on
Israel Message in metered rhyme, beautifully illustrated with
original (non-multicultural) art work. Even Nonchristians
& mainstream Christians like it. The reader sees a story
according to the spiritual plane he is on. The more you
know the more you see. Those who know nothing will see
a nice story--hopefully the Holy Spirit can use the story to
draw them into the fold, if they inquire into what the story
fully means. 1000 + P&H. [all 3 for 35.00]
- The Christian-Anglo-Israel Message in the
English-Speaking World during the Late
19th and Early 20th Centuries: What the
Mainstream Media and Mainstream Preachers Thought of it; Men like Rev. William
Poole, Edward Hine, Bishop J. H. Allen,
held numerous public meetings on how the
Anglo-Saxon peoples were the actual lost
tribes of Israel. Newspapers frequently announced the
meetings--and even attended, giving favorable reviews. Ministers of all denominations also gave their comments. Most
all comments and reviews were not only favorable, but
praiseworthy, encouraging people to attend and hear the
lectures. 88pp., illustrated, 700 + P&H.
- The Christian Israelite and Polygamy: The
Frenzy, The Facts, The Foundation & Other
Controversial Topics Concerning the GodOrdained Roles of Man and Wife; Neither
promotes nor condemns polygamy; but reveals what Scripture says, in law and principle. The minds of modern Christians have been corrupted
in many ways by liberalism as feminism and paganism have
crept into the modern church. The carnal mind (masquerading as a converted mind) rebels against clear teachings of
the Word of God in numerous areas considered by modern
society as “old-fashioned,” “archaic,” “obsolete,” “oppressive,” “barbaric,” etc. God established the boundaries of
morality. It is ironic modern society condemns polygamy
which God does not condemn—yet modern society sees
nothing wrong with indiscriminate and multitudinous sexual
encounters as long as people are not married, which God
calls whoredom; 80pp., 700 + P&H.

- The Christian Israelite & Salt: The TwoFold Purpose of Believer: Judgment and Blessing; very deep study into parallels between
salt & true Christian--even down to chemical
analysis of salt & molecular structure; deep
study, yet nothing too technical average person cannot easily understand. Bible Numerics is used to help show the parallel. What is the role God’s
true people are to take today in society infected to the core
with evil? Why do we not have more books of the Bible
than we have? Why are so many ignorant concerning the
deeper truths of God’s Word? These and many
other questions answered. 88p. 700 + P&H.
- Confessions of an Anesthetized Person known
as Jewish, 60pp., very hilarious, but revealing,
illuminating expose of the entire conspiracy
against Christendom, introduction of the Christian-Israel truth, and lucid explanation of what
will happen to the U.S. if we give up our guns. Very easy
to read; in dialog format. 5.50 + P&H.
- The Creation of Man in Genesis 1 and 2: Are
They Separate Creations —or the Same Event?
[With An In-depth Discussion Concerning the
“Beast of the Field”], 88pp., very detailed convincing study; 7.00 + P&H.
- A Defense of Our Ancient
Celto-Saxon Christian Roots and God’s
Command That We Preserve Them; Why
Christian Anglo-Israel Believers Cannot Join
Together (Even In Common Cause) With
Either Family Members Who Are NonChristians, or Christians Who Are NonFamily Members; & An Entreaty For Family Members
Who Are NonChristians To Consider the Evidence and
Eternity; detailed defense of Christian faith, showing
nonchristian white preservationists the true way; detailed
explanation of why Christian Anglo-Israelites cannot join
together with secular, unconverted, or militant groups
who espouse the same philosophy of the preservation of
our race, or with alien peoples who may be “Christians;”
detailed history of famous/infamous people in secular
pro-white field (Klassen, Pierce, Hale) illustrated; brief,
detailed background on Odinists/Asatru/Druids, brief account of resurgence of paganism in Europe; exposé of the
Columbine massacre, Alabama church burnings, etc.
280pp., comb-bound, 1500 + P&H; useful tool to help
convert pagans.
- Deliverance or Delusion...? —Which Do
We Want...?; 88pp., 700 + P&H. (goes well
with Calling the Remnant..., Who Is Responsible...?, Why Christendom is on the
Verge...?, and What’s Keeping God...?)

- Does God Repent...? Can God Change His
Mind...? [And an Utter Demolishment of
the Humanistic Myth of Man’s “Free Will”
and Arminianism], 506pp., pb., 25.00 +
P&H. Dovetails nicely with my (final in the
series) The Sovereignty of God... and God
and Evil Lively, profound, revealing, thought
provoking, convincing thought, logic, Scripture. Dissects
false theology; exposes subversion of true Christian faith in
counter-reformation re-introducing false theology of Rome
devised by Origen and Pelagius (re-introduced by Arminius)
and corruption of doctrine & nature of modern church by
Jesuits and Jews and crypto-jews (Jacobi, Spinoza, etc.) and
terribly deceived humanists such as Schleiermacher,
Kierkegaard, Barth, Schweitzer, Erasmus of Rotterdam,
and many, many more, including undermining of Puritan
church by Solomon Stoddard; in depth, exposes false doctrine from 1 chapter of 2 different books; 1 by Dr. Norman
Geisler and 1 by Brother Andrew; deep, irrefutable teaching concerning God’s Supreme Immutable Nature, full of
interesting stories, clarifying analogies, and bits of humor.
- The End of Freedom on Planet Earth:
Why God Can’t (Shouldn’t & Won’t) Bless
America & The Mass of Evidence concerning the 9-11 Tragedy and the Last Days of
Our Republic; 328 pages; plastic-combbound 1800 + P&H; Hb. 2200 + P&H; exposes those behind this & other conspiracies
to destroy American freedom. My book on
911 was one of the first on the market, endorsed by Eustace
Mullins, Lieut-Col. Gordon “Jack” Mohr, and Col. Donn
de Grand Pre. Col. Donn de Grand Pre wrote:
“You are to be commended for the excellent job you
did in synthesizing an incredible amount of information into one readable volume. What is even more
impressive is the time frame in which you accomplished
it.” [It was one of the first books out on the topic;
around Feb. 2002.]
[Col. Donn de Grand Pre was a decorated Army Air
Corps fighter pilot (WWII and Korea) and OSS
(Office of Strategic Services), he was appointed by
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara as Director
of Grounds Weapons Systems; he was also former
arms salesman to Pentagon. He wrote several books
exposing the conspiracy in the U.S. “government”
and Zionisms quest for world domination.
Lieut.-Col. Gordon “Jack” Mohr, AUS, was the
first American wounded and decorated in the Korean
War; see, Communist Terror in Peaceful Heaven [Memorial Edition] (his personal account of his capture
during Korean war & subsequent escape the night
before his scheduled execution), 20pp. booklet, available for a donation of 250 + P&H.]

- Eternity Beckons, 58pp., short-story / novella set in Scotland, 5.00 + P&H.

- Fearless and Godly Pioneers for the Truth:
An Illustrated Short History of Some Patriotic Christian Teachers, Preachers, Evangelists, Lecturers, Publishers, and Statesmen of
the Modern Era—and a Background History
of the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion and an
Introduction to the Jewish Bolshevik War Against the Christian Romanov Tsars and Imperial Russia & A Word About
God’s True Covenant People - Including (but not limited
to): Luke Rader, Daniel Rader, F.F. Bosworth, Rev. William Bell Riley, James M. Gray, Rev. Captain Merton Smith,
Rev. William Pascoe Goard, Dr. Henry W(ellington). Stough,
Harold Stough, Henry W. Stough, Jr., Dr. Mordecai Fowler
Ham, Henry Ford, William J. Cameron, Arno Clemons
Gaebelein, Sergei Nilus, Dr. Martin Luther, J.B. Pranaitis,
Osman Bey, Victor Marsden, H.A. Gwynne, Leslie Fry,
Lady Queenborough, Nesta Webster, Princess Radziwiùù,
R.A. Torrey, Rev. William Herrstrom, Rev. William L.
Blessing, Kenneth Goff, Rev. Gerald B. Winrod, Rev. Gerald
L.K. Smith, Alfred P. Sloan, Charles Coughlin, Leonard
Feeney, Dennis Fahey, Ezra Pound, Sen. Charles Lindbergh,
Commander William Guy Carr, Serge Monast, Robert
O’Driscoll, Viscount Leon de Poncins, Howard Rand, Lieut.
Prof. Charles Totten, Elizabeth Dilling, John T. Flynn,
Sen. Joeseph McCarthy, Sen. Jack B. Tenney, Liet.-Col.
Jack Mohr, Congressman Larry MacDonald, Congressman
Paul Findley, Eustace Mullins, George Stimpson, John
Swinton, Mayor John Francis Hylan, H. L. Hunt, Lyrl
Clark Van Hyning John Stormer, Gary Allen, Col. E.N.
Sanctuary, Robert Edmondson, Clem Davies, Texe Marrs,
and the Jewish: Dr. Alexander Schiffner, Benjamin Freedman, Henry Klein, Jacob Brafman, Myron Fagan, Elieser
Bassin, Dr. Emanuel Josephson, Henry
Makow. 280pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H.
- Fourteen Eminent Christian Evangelical
Leaders of the Twentieth Century—and
what they had in common, 144pp., biography, testimony, photos of all 14 men: were
founders/leaders of certain Evangelical denominations—all firm adherents to and
teachers of the Christian Anglo-Israel Message. Last chapter also gives a short list with photos of several dozen
other eminent Protestant leaders from most all other
denominations (Pentecostal, Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist) who were also firm believers in the
Christian Anglo-Israel message; 1250 + P&H.

- The Futurist and Rapture Conspiracy: A
Brief Exposé of the History of these Subversive Doctrines—and Their Biblical Refutation, 164pp., pb. well illustrated, 1300 +
P&H. Very revealing study showing shady
characters behind these false doctrines: Futurism, Dispensation-alism, and “any moment” “two-stage” “Rapture” Return of
Christ. Christ is returning; but not according to modern
Antichrist heresy; powerful booklet, deeply researched; will
prove to the true Christian, who cares about truth, that
these are false doctrines concocted by the enemy to destroy
Christian society. This is not conjecture; it is documented
fact. The names of culprits, dates, accomplices, their own
words, and testimony of pillars of the Christian faith will
show beyond shadow of doubt these are new new-age false
doctrines, not held by the Reformers or the great Bible
leaders of the early modern era.
- God and Evil: Did God Create Sin and
Evil. The Facts of My Imaginary, Evanescent Heresy Trial - The Death Knell of
Arminianism at the Hand of the Word of
God, 280pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H. A must
for every Christian in order
to understand God, His Plan.
- God’s Chosen People - Who Is - Who
Isn’t —and Why - Who’s Trying to Destroy Whom - and Is There Any Hope?,
112pp., pb., new ed. 9.50 + P&H. Intro. to
Christian Anglo-Israel Message: Anglo-Saxon
peoples literal & only legitimate descendents
of Biblical Israel; modern Jews/Israelis not;
&conspiracy to destroy Christendom.
- God’s Plan For Mankind, the Sin Factor, and The Restoration of Creation (Including: A Study of The Theo-centricScientific “Evolution” of The Modern Nations and Languages of Christendom; together with Numerous Language Comparison Charts and original fold-out chart of Indo-European family tree of languages; God had purpose for each
species of creation. Some insight into why God created
races other than Adamkind, God’s Plan for all creation;
insight into how various European nations & languages
“evolved;” similarities between Germanic/Celitc languages
and Hebrew; how English evolved from German. 176pp.,
plastic comb-bound 1450 + P&H.
- Going Ape Over Political, Academic, Journalistic, and Ecumenical “Monkeybusiness”:
A Swiss Tale, Balaicius, 84pp., 7.00 + P&H.
Satirical short story; exposé and explanation
of the invasion of Christendom by the Third
World; and the only solution.

- A Greater Miracle Than The Lost Ten
Tribes Discovered—The Dead Six Million
Uncovered...! 544pp., pb., Exposes entire Holocaust lie & multi-billion dollar Holocaust
Industry (lists holocaust museums around
world), exposes Holocaust Mafia; Hall of
Fame for those who spoke out and had their
lives ruined—100s photos) and those behind it. Extensive
list of nations (with dates) which expelled the “jews.” Very
compelling compilation of evidence and insight, proves 6
million were not murdered (“jewish” experts, population
data, chemistry, math and science, history, etc.). First
work of its kind from a Christian Israel perspective; Revisionist book list, indexed. 2750 + P&H.
- If You Had Been Brainwashed... How
Would You Ever Know It...? Exposing and
Explaining The Psychological Warfare Perpetrated Against the Christian Church and
the Nations of Christendom. 232pp., plastic
comb- bound, a very illuminating treatise covering a broad range of political, academic,
and religious brainwashing and deception, motives and tactics. 1400 + P&H.
- Is Y2K a fulfillment of the “Government’s”
Yearning 2 Kill off 85% of The World’s
Population?; Though Y2K did not happen its
potential was of greater magnitude than most
realized. This booklet explains the imporance
of preparing now for any “emergency” or “disaster” (or
declaration of Martial Law) that may soon take place (natural or contrived), for any number of numerous different
factors could precipitate the same “worst case scenario” as
Y2K could have resulted in; 24pp., 300 + P&H.
- It Just Isn’t Fair...! —Says Who...? An
Entreaty to Wayward Children of the Most
High to See and Accept God’s Plan—and
Live!, very enlightening discourse geared toward all audiences, aimed toward those bitter
against/angry with God, atheists/agnostics, liberal “Christians,” for common reason “suffering should not exist in the world if there was a loving God;”
firmly shows sinful man’s irrationality/hyposcrisy, shows way
to deliverance, salvation, life. Important for all: an apologetic defense of the Christian faith; contains sound arguement
to counter this mindset when it is confronted; or simply give
the book to one who needs to read it; 156pp., plastic combbound 1100 + P&H.
- The Liberty Document: The National
Debt: Does It Exist & If So Who Owes It?
& Some Thoughts On The Hidden Agenda
Behind Immigration, Gun Control & The
Health sCARE Monopoly; Full of statistics,
common law citations, clear thought, powerful information; 350pp.; pb., 2000 + P&H.

- Limbaugh, Buchanan, Qauyle & Other
Bozos: Pawns in the Enemy’s Plan to Destroy Patriotic American People; The
enemy’s tactics and modus operandi are revealed. How patriotic groups & true Israel
churches are infiltrated. An eye-opening expose of entire political circus “freak show”
which is palmed off on the American people as a free ballot
election of good men who want to help America. They
are all traitors and zionists. Illustrated, 88p. 700 + P&H.
- The Lord’s Prayer and The Ten Commandments: Their Parallels in Light of
Bible Numerics; 224pp., plastic combbound, 1600 + P&H; very deep/interesting
study showing how intricately connected
Bible is; how God’s Kingdom on earth can
become reality; how there is hope for our
persecuted people in this evil time in history. The 1st Commandment parallels with the 1st segment of the Lord’s Prayer; etc.—all the way to the 10th.
- The Meaning of Life & What Does the
Bible Say About Suicide?, 60pp., 5.00 +
P&H.
- Merry Antichrist-mas...? Is
Christmas Christian or Pagan...?
—Is it Pagan even if Christ is
in it...?, 24pp., 3.00 + P&H. If you are a
Christian, be prepared to be challenged. Do
you love the Lord God? Do you Love the
Lord Christ Jesus? Do you love the Lord more than
Christmas...? If you won’t even take the challenge, I guess
that answers the question.
- The Mystery of The Law and Grace Solved!;
Many mysteries of Scripture clearly resolved;
moving account of what Christ actually suffered for us & what being “covered in blood
of Christ” fully means; mystery of “Christ in
you” & “you in Christ” revealed; the harmony of Law & Grace easily resolved; proof
the Promises & Covenants God gave to Israel not spiritualized away, nor generalized to all peoples (covering most
every passage outside gospels (& some within gospels) which
the average person uses in his attempt to show that God
changed His Covenent to include everyone); 190p. 1400
pb; 2000 Hb + P&H.
- New “Department of Farmland Security”
Mandates Effective Immediately, 20pp.,
spoof / parody. 2.50 + P&H.

- The New Moon Observance, the Sabbaths
and Feasts of Israel; very detailed study of
calander from Biblical record, in light of man’s
modern calanders; novel insight into Observance of New Moon commanded by Yahweh
(little-known Scriptural doctrine intricately tied
into Sabbath and Feast Days). Detailed explanation / proof Holy Sabbath easily calculated by the signs
God put in the Heavens. 96pp.; 700 + P&H.
- The Other Side; contains 5 in-depth treatises (first written in 1991; updated and
expanded in 2008; updated and expanded
2022) on: 1: False Prophets of Peace: Is
Communism Really Dying?; 2: Public
School Education in America Today: Programmed to Fail Through Educational Warfare; 3: Who’s In Charge, Who’s To Blame?:
The Crises Facing America and Christendom Today; 4:
Separation or Unity?: Open Letter to Col Jack Mohr; 5:
On Judging / Is The Anglo-Israel Belief a Cult?; detailed
statistics crime, prisons, immigration, powerful quotes, info.
exposing education, false religion, corrupt socialist government, thoughts and philosophy on freedom, Constitutional, Common Law, etc. Illustrated. 460pp., 2008 plastic comb-bound, 2250 + P&H; 2022 expanded / updated
edition 600pp., pb., 32.50 + P&H.
- Our Blood on the Altar: FREEDOM AND
CIVILIZATION HANG IN THE BALANCE [A
FINAL CALL TO THE NATIONS OF CHRISTENDOM...], 88pp., booklet, illustrated, 700 +
P&H. Various old and new problems/conspiracies/evils are confronting our nation
and freedom in the world... our very food
supply, free speech in danger.
- The Post Christian Era and the New
Dark Ages: Christian civilization is nearly
extinct, 112pp., pb., 1050 + P&H. We
must return to our Anglo-Saxon Reformed
Christian roots before there are none left to
return to. Catholicism and Zionism have
broken the walls of Christendom down and Islam and the
entire third world have polluted and paganized not only our
communities, but our governments, institutions, churches,
and families; Christendom is about extinct. If you don’t
realize the danger, you need to read this now. Rare history
of the founders / supporters of Reformers and Pietism.

SACRED TRUTH EXPOSITORY COMMENTARY SERIES (See also
APOLOGETIC EXPOSITION SERIES, Ruth falls in both series;
See also: The Creation of Man in Genesis 1 & 2, What
Was the Mark...? and Who Was the Serpent?.)

- The Book of Job - Introduction and Chapter 1, 60pp., 5.50
+ P&H. When did Job live?
How old did he live to? Where
were his friends from? Job’s incredible wealth and suffering
(and eventual restoration).
- The Book of the Prophet Jonah, 634pp., 32.00 + P&H.
No commentator that I know of, understands the purpose
and message of the Book of Jonah. This book is an
amazing journey; a simple book misunderstood in regard
to its general purpose and overall lesson; and many elements of the book are interpreted different by many. A
very short book with remarkably very little detail, actually
presents a larger-than-life story with amazing insight that
no other commentator or theologian has ever uncovered;
the illogic and outright heresy of many commentators and
“experts” is scrutinized and refuted.
- The Book of the Prophet Hosea, incredible information
tying in a wealth of Scripture, Law, and prophecy; God’s
Faithfulness to His people; 456pp., pb., 24.00 + P&H.
- The Book of the Prophet Jonah, the carnality of the
prophet, the carnality of God’s people—does not invalidate the Covenants and Promises and this book is not to
the Ninevite Babylonians, but is a lesson to God’s people
Israel; 466pp., pb., 24.00 + P&H.
- Ecclesiastes, 554pp., pb,. 30.00 + P&H. One of the

hardest I ever had to write; one of the most-controversial,
challenging. Hardly any theologian, preacher, commentator understands the book.
- The Epistle to the Hebrews, 634pp., pb,. 32.50. Excellent
companion volume to STEC on Romans. Powerful, deep.
- Epistle of James, Chapter 2 [& many other Mini-Expositions: Epistles of Peter & John; Epistle of Paul to
Ephesians & Galatians 3; Epistle of Paul to Israelites in
Rome, Chap. 1 & 9; Revelation Chap. 3 (& Isaiah 22),
5, 7 (& Ezek. 48), 12, 17, 20, 21, 22; Summary Joshua
1-6.] Faith Without Works Is Dead...! - Was Rahab a
“Harlot”...? Was Rahab a “Canaanite” ...? and Was Rahab
the Rachab in Christ’s Genealogy? - The Promises and
Covenants Stand...! The audience of each was Israel—not
“nonIsraelite Gentiles”—both those in the Land of Israel
and those of the dispersion in the lands whence God
scattered them; the law was not done away with, love =
obedience = good works = keeping the Law of God =
walking in the Spirit = doing righteousness = walking in
His Ways, etc; Predestination and Election of Israel alone;
Also containing: - a detailed account of Jericho. - introduction concerning author of Epistle of James; discussion of
the apostles, 49 illustrations, numerous original charts; genealogy of Christ & disciples (Christ’s 1st & 2nd cousins);
names of disciples, sealing of 12 tribes, gates of new Jerusalem, time-line from Jericho to building of Solomon’s
Temple; much more. 522pp., pb., 25.00 + P&H.
- The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans, 758pp.,
pb., 40.00 + P&H. Possibly the only correct commentary
since Paul wrote his epistle... chapter by chapter, verse by
verse... shows the “Gentiles” and “Greeks were the Israelites
of the dispersion, identifies all the Old Testament quotations
and allusions made by Paul, shows that Paul in no way
suggested that the law was abolished, or changed, or that it
was “optional”; lays bare the error of anti-Paulines and
defends Paul’s identity and office. Shows the correct method
of Biblical interpretation will prevent/dispell all false interpretations and false doctrine, also shows how many people,
for some reason, read truth backwards and confuse themselves, and also misunderstand things because they focus on
a minor point of a passage, rather than the major point; and
often like a deer in headlights, focus on what they do not
understand instead of focusing on what they do understand
while meditating until God gives greater light on what they
don't understand. Ties in a plethora of Old and New
Testament Scripture. One of my most important works.
- The Gospel of John, Chapter 3 — Including Nicodemus’
Secret, Night-time Meeting with Christ and a Discussion
whether the Passage means, “Ye must be born again” or
“Ye must be born from above” What is the ‘World’ that
“God so Loved”...?, 88pp.; lively/enlightening commentary ties together many portions of Scripture, baptism, why
Christ symbolized as raised serpent on pole, insight into
feasts, sacrificial system, more. 7.00 + P&H.

- Genesis 31-37, 48, 49:5-7 & Judges 19-21—Culminating in Dinah’s Defilement with an Examination of the
Near-Extermination of the Tribe of Benjamin (Including: Origins of Adamkind, most in-depth History of
Jacob-Israel (from Call of Abraham to Israel going into
Egypt) detailed accounts of “call of Abraham,” rescue of
Lot, flight of Lot from Sodom, sacrifice of Isaac, origin
of Abraham, true location of Ur of Chaldees, exegisis of
Genesis 31-33 (history of Jacob from when he left fatherin-law Laban, wrestling with angel, fearful reunion with
Esau, relocation to Succoth, Shechem); 34 (Simeon &
Levi’s massacre at Shechem); 35 (flight to Bethel, etc.);
48/49 (judgment on Simeon/Levi) exegeses also covering
significant portions of Genesis 10, 11, 14, 18, 19, &
many other passages); numerous charts (+3 fold-out maps);
illuminating detailed study unlocks many mysteries of
Scripture, ties together large segments of Israel’s history
(& prophecy), resolution of chronological conundrums;
detailed analysis of Nimrod/Tower of Babel, foundation
of Ninevah, history/origins most all peoples/empires of
Bible (Akkad, Aramaeans, Assyrians, Babylonian,
Canaanites, Chaldaeans, Edomites [“Esau-ology”], 9 tribes
of Giants, Ishmaelites, Medes, Parthians, Persians, Philistines, Sumer, etc.); proof Simeon & Levi’s extermination
of Shechem for kidnapping/raping sister Dinah not really
unusual (God ordered similar things, some are covered,
including complete exegesis of grisly, odd history of Judges
19-21 with the near-extermination of tribe of Benjamin).
Extra-biblical sources also consulted and explained. After
reading this book, you will understand, better than ever,
early Adamite and Israelite history and the racial identity
of majority of nations/races in O.T., Bible prophecy, &
God’s overall plan. Deepest study of many of these key
Biblical stories ever written. Don’t let size of book scare
you; you will learn more from this book than reading 12
other books. It is equal to about 5 books (but at the price
of 2.5). If you liked What Was the Mark...—this one is
even better. Around 60 commentaries were consulted,
among many other books, a very deep exposition of
historical and spiritual truths. 711pp., pb., 4000 + P&H.
- The Gospel of John 18-21: Passover, The Betrayal,
Arrest, Jewish & Roman Trials, Crucifiction, Resurrection, Post-Resurrection, & Ascension of our Lord, and
Pentecost, with a Harmony of the Gospels, the Making of
the Apostle Peter, and the Intricate Depth of Irony Revealed, 800pp., pb. 40.00 + P&H. Many mysteries reWorld’s-Best book Catalog The catalog is currently being updated, re-arranged; many
things are out of place. I can email a PDF of the catalog
c.7,000 titles 8.5x11;
c.250pp. - 600 + P&H. for free (any donation appreciated) or it is available at the
below website; and it is searchable by keyword / author, etc.,
Comb-bound with
cardboard stiffeners and and it would be easy to place an order by just copying and
pasting into email.
clear plastic protective
https://sacredtruthministries.com/books/uncategorized
cover 150 extra.
2 shorter catalogs (with small print): 1. Race/Civilization/Conspiracies/Jews, etc.; or 2.
Christianity, History, Exposing Evolution; (inquire also for one on Health titles) - .75
cents each; or available for free PDF via email or website above.

vealed no other commentator has uncovered, deep spiritual truth, verse-by-verse commentary, harmonization of
Gospels, several charts, shows relation of half of disciples
to Christ, Christ’s genealogy, consultation of 60 other
commentaries distilling their best valid thoughts, and much
more. This book will be hard to put down (I put superglue on the cover); incredible depth and insight.
- Jeremiah 31, covers entire chapter exhaustively verseby-verse with extensive commentary & detailed exegesis; clearly shows God’s Law was not done away with,
gives insight into overall prophecy & God’s Plan; reveals numerous mysteries of Scripture; contains introduction to Jeremiah (both the book & the prophet);
gives an overview of the pagan kings and king of Israel
who were contemporary with Jeremiah. 328pp. pb.;
1800 + P&H. (rewritten)
- The Truth About Ruth: Ruth the Israelite, 328pp., pb.,
1800 + P&H. (in Apologetic Exposition Series as well as
STEC Series) Powerfully proves God’s Law not abolished;
Covenants not spiritualized to all peoples; deep, chapterby-chapter, verse, by verse exposition proving Ruth was
not Moabite; an in-depth primer on Understanding God’s
Word, the Rules of Biblical Interpretation; ties in God’s
law and issue of race, along with hundreds of other Bible
verses, explains immense ramifications if Ruth was a
Moabite; explains why this heresy has been promulgated;
also contains an in-depth section showing how the errors
on this subject in numerous commentaries is easily refuted.
- Who Was the Serpent in the Garden...? A Case of
Reptilian Rebellion or Angelic Anarchy...? [Sacred Truth
Expository Commentary on Genesis 3] Charming and
Smashing the Serpentile Myth Concerning Original Sin in
the Garden that Makes Nonsense of the Scriptures & “The
Waters That Covered the Earth:” A Flood of Questions
/ A Deluge of Controversy [Sacred Truth Expository Commentary on Genesis 6-9], 776pp., 40.00 + P&H; showing
from numerous different angles of logic (both textual,
court-room/legal, and Scriptural) that the Serpent, could
not have been a “snake” (or a snake Satan possessed, or
beast of the field)—but Satan himself.
- Zechariah 4, covers entire chapter with extensive commentary & detailed exegesis; clearly shows God’s Law not done
away with, gives insight into overall prophecy & God’s Plan;
gives overview of all visions in book of Zechariah & Nehemiah,
Ezra, Haggai, Daniel, Revelation, in conjuntion with return
of captives, rebuilding of Walls & Temple in Jerusalem.
378pp., 2000 + P&H. deep spiritual / historical study also
touching many controversial topics.
- Sober & Sacred Reflections, Vol. 2 of
Poetry of RAB, 262pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
[See also: Bittersweet....]

Some Miscellaneous Writings of Robert Alan Balaicius

on various topics political and spiritual, informational and
educational, inspirational and a little humor; Volume 1,
530pp., pb., 25.00 + P&H; Volume 2, 628pp., pb., 29.50
+ P&H; Volume 3, 678pp., pb., 32.00 + P&H. Vol. 4,
719pp., 33.50 + P&H; Vol. 5, 642pp., 30.00 + P&H.
SOUND: BODY, MIND & SOUL

An irregularly published news journal, full of important
information & deep spiritual teaching. You won’t be
disappointed. As deep, enlightening, & interesting as any
of Balaicius’ books. Theological questions & answers,
broad range of topics for the complete instruction and
edification of the Israelite, news unreported elsewhere, deep
spiritual insight meat of the Word; 8½x11 plastic combbound, 10mm plastic covers. If you think that the suggested donation is a little high, understand that most newsletters that are only 8-24 pages long per monthly issue and
cost about 2400/year, and nearly half of that goes toward
postage. One volume of S:BM&S gives far more information and teaching at a lower cost--and contains more spiritual meat than most any newletter you will ever find.
- Volume 1: 88pp. 1200 + P&H
- Volume 2/3: (double issue) 216pp. 2200 + P&H
- Vol. 4/5: (double issue) 256pp. 2400 + P&H;
- Vol. 6/7/8/9: (Quad. issue) 472pp. 3500 + P&H;
- Complete Set:Volume 1-9 8000 (reg. 9300) + P&H.
- So, You Call Yourself A Christian...; Powerful primer proving God’s Law could not
have been done away with not only because
of God’s Promises, but because of God’s
very nature. What makes a Christian a Christian? What makes God God? Proof that
Peter’s Vision (and all other N.T. passages
the average person things “did away with”
the dietary laws) did not abolish God’s Dietary Laws in the slightest. 76pp., 700 + P&H.
- The Sovereignty of God, Predestination,
“Free” Will, and the Protestant Reformation; 192pp., 1600 + P&H. Prequel to God
and Evil; dovetails nicely with Does God

Repent...?. All 3 are essential to understanding God, His Nature, His Plan, What He
requires of us.
- Stephen Hawking: Cosmic Tragedy —
Hawking Fake Science... & A New Evolutionary Theory of The Universe, 78pp., 7.00
+ P&H (exposes atheistic anti-God evolution
and utterly shreds Hawking’s illogic).
- Survival Alert: America The Occupied: Part
1: United Nations Troops in America “Reloaded” (updated); A Report on immenent foreign military takeover of the US, abolishment
of all freedoms, and the institution of Martial
Law and One World Government. How close
it this to coming to pass? Should we be afraid?
Should we prepare? 56pp., 500 + P&H.
- Survival Alert: America The Occupied, Part
2: The Largest, Most Powerful & Most Dangerous Cults in America: ATF, FBI, CIA,
IRS, etc. and Who Was Behind Oklahoma
City Bombing?; Information on this “gov’t”-orchestrated
terrorist attack & cover-up; revealing info. 27 characteristics
distinguish a group as a cult; decide for yourself whether
patriots or the “gov’t” is the real cult; 56pp., 500 + P&H.
- Ten Commandments For You(th) —For
Everyone! - For Youth and Young-minded*
Adults An Explanation of the Ten Commandments and A Memory System using
Bible Numerics; Balaicius 440pp., 6.25 x
9.25, pb., 25.00 + P&H. not on a child’s
level, but for older youth and adults. [*
young minded, of course, refers to the opposite of “you
can't teach an old dog a new trick” and also Christ taught
that if one wanted to see/enter the Kingdom he had to
become as a little child, that is child-like faith and obedience.] shows that 10 Com. not 10 individual laws, but 10
categories of law under which the entire law of God is
organized; shows how other laws are categorized; how breaking any one is tantamount to breaking all; that all 10
categories if violated are sins against God and all 10 categories if violated are sins against our kinsmen. detailed,
enlightening, instructional; profound new thought and clear
teaching that will be hard for antinomians to refute, if they
will read; detailed exposition of Matthew 5:38-40 concerning loving our enemies, turning the other cheek, giving
thy coat and cloak, etc. These were not general, broad
based, universal statements, but only referred to accepting
just punishment in court if one had truly sinned and
damaged a kinsman and thus to accept the punishment
gracefully, showing your true remorse for having damaged
a brother and "going the extra mile" likewise had specific
(not universal) application; but modern christianity has
perverted this Sermon on the mount teaching to mean we
should just bend over and accept abuse and lie down and

die. Christ taught Occupy till I come, and Paul wrote,
have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness
but REBUKE them... this is not consonant with “turning
the other cheek” to God's enemies, the enemies of
Christendom, immoral people, criminals, etc., which is not
what Christ was teaching.
- True Caucasian Christianity Corrupted into
Well-Intentioned Nordic Paganism, shows
how Norse mythology is a corruption of Bible
doctrine and history and prophecy; 64pp.,
6.00 + P&H.
- Ultimate Reconciliation: The Ultimate Doctrinal Affront Against God, 48pp., 550 + P&H;
lucid, concise study in Scripture showing according to God’s Word, Judgment awaits
those who reject Christ & there is no Scriptural support for belief every last soul or fallen angels
(including Satan) will be reconciled back to God. Just
because eternal judgment makes us uncomfortable does
not invalidate God’s decree. If there is no future judgment, Christ’s death was unnecessary & there is no reason
for people to obey God or accept Christ, if they will be
saved eventually anyway.
- Uncovering the Mysteries of Your Hidden
Inheritance, 6x9, 192 pages; Illustrated; pb
1800 + P&H; Hb 2800 + P&H. The foundational book upon which all my other books
are built: Irrefutable proof from Bible, history, archaeology, philology, that Anglo-Saxon, Celtic, &
related peoples are only legitimate descendents of Israelites
of the Bible; not to be confused with “jews” who are
Canaanites of Bible times, who stole Israel’s name & language after God cast true Israel out of their land & scattered them to the 4 corners of earth whence He will one
day regather them. Around 10,000 hours went into the
research and writing of this book. I highly document all
my sources. This is no mere fancy or opinion, but substantiated fact. The truth revealed herein is the key to
understanding all Bible (and secular) history, God’s Law,
and prophecy. [Available in Danish and Afrikaans online
for free; soon also in Slovak.]
- Void of Offense to God and Man:The
Christian-Israelite in Relation to Mainstream Christian’s and God Himself; a
much-needed indictment against the attitude & mind-set of many Christian-Israelites today. We ought to be able to convince gainsayers by true love, sound doctrine, gentle strength--not by arrogance/caustic name-calling. What God expects our attitude to be toward blind
brethren & Him. Every Christian-Israelite needs to read
this! very deep spiritual meat 88p., 700 + P&H.

- The War Between the Children of Light
and the Powers of Darkness: How the Christian-Israelite Can Live In An Evil World
System (Including the TRUE Story of the
Phinehas Priesthood); [Highly endorsed by
Col. Jack Mohr & Eustace Mullins.] No
Patriotic, God-fearing Christian should be
without the valuable information this book presents. Hard
times are coming. Wise men see trouble afar off and
prepare. Already proven to be a powerful tool of deliverance by thousands who’ve read it... a bold, profound, indepth discussion of many thorny but vitally-important
topics dealing with the Christian-Israelite’s position in an
ungodly world in which evil pervades and prevails. Errors
of both extremes are refuted by sound Biblical interpretation, combined with logic and common sense. Some
topics covered include: The Christian-Israelite and Hate,
Militancy or Pacifism, Vigilanteism, Obedience to God or
Subservience to Evil, the Difference between “Power” and
“Authority,” The True Story of the Phinehas Priesthood,
Self-Defense, Dominion, Carnal Retribution or Divine
Judgment, and much more. Information key to preparing
for the Time of Jacob’s Trouble and How the Remnant
can Hope to Endure and Overcome is also discussed.
Many other peripheral topics are explained with enlightening analogies, clear Hebrew/Greek exegesis, Bible
numeralogical interpretation, History, God’s Law, and much
more. Credited with changing the lives of many who have
read it. 506p. pb 2000; Hb 3000 + P&H.
- Was Abraham’s Wife Sarah His Half-Sister?, 60pp., booklet, 5.50 + P&H. in-depth
study on what most people have never even
realized (that anyone would ever believe differently, or that there is significant evidence
to make a case).

- What is Truth...? & What Is History, Life,
Existence, Reality...?, 68pp., 6.50 + P&H.

- What’s Keeping God from Delivering
America, Britain and Europe from Destruction...?, 112pp., pb., 950 + P&H. powerful
book will hopefully help wake up our people
to fact that God’s Law was never abolished
and the violation of God’s Law (which Christians think was “done away with”) is what
keeps God from hearing our prayers and delivering us
from our national enemies threatening the very existence
of Christendom. Order one and read it and then order
it in bulk to distribute to help save our nation.

- What the Devil...? What the Hell?... A
Comprehensive Study Identifying Angels, Other Titles
Satan and the Devil, Demons, Evil Spirits, Commentary
Fallen Angels, and Hell; The most-comprehensive scholastic work on this topic
ever written; 798pp., pb. 4000 + P&H.
- What Was the “Mark” that God Placed on
Cain...? —Including: “The Cain-Canaan
Connection,” “What Was Ham’s Sin?” “Why
Was Canaan Cursed?” “Where Was Eden?”
“Where Did Cain Get His Wife?” “How
Did the Descendants of Cain Survive the
Flood?” ...and other curious things in Scripture considered,
Dispels many myths taught among Christian-Israel Believers
and gives a very deep and detailed analysis of the entire topic
from many different angles; a very deep exegesis; the largest
study ever made of this topic. Covers many other mysteries
of Scripture. Don’t let the size of this book scare you. This
is a fascinating study which is essentially an in-depth commentary on the chapter 4 of Genesis (which also partly
covers Genesis 3,5,6,9, and 10). Though very in-depth and
informative, it should be an easy read overall. This is
practically a whole-year’s Bible study (a college course) in 1
book. Unique study of Patriarchs, compares 2 Seedlines,
touches on race, angelology. [Good Companion to Who
Was the Serpent...?] 584pp., pb., 2750 + P&H.
- Which Bible Should the Christian AngloCelto-Saxon Israel Believer Use...? Does It
Really Matter...? Is the KJV 100% without
Error...? Understanding the ONLY Valid
Method of Interpretation and Many Difficulties Explained, 510pp., pb., 27.50 + P&H.

EDITED, or w/ extensive Introduction /
/ detailed Annotations by RAB):
- Abraham Lincoln and the Rothschilds: The
Real Cause of the Civil War [originally published in the Feb. 12th and Feb. 19th 1940
issues of Rev. Charles E. Coughlin’s newsletter Social Justice]; 13pp., re-type-set, illustrations added & In-Depth Appendix concerning The Jewish ancestry of John Wilkes Booth
and Various Questions Concerning the Ancestry and Religious Faith of Abraham Lincoln, 27pp. by
R.A.B., very intriguing info; 40pp., 4.50 + P&H.

- The Attributes of God (1930) Arthur W. Pink,
“Critical Edition” with detailed Preface, Biography, and Annotations by R.A.B. doubling the
page count, 199pp., pb., 17.50 + P&H.
- Behind Communism (1952) Frank L.
Britton; 2022 edition Retypeset, Improved
and Added Graphics, About the Author, and
Introduction and Annotations by RAB,
133pp., 6x9 pb., 14.00 + P&H.

- Bulala: A True Story of South Africa, Cuan
Elgin, [Robert Alan Balaicius, Editor, contributor] 392pp. (3 maps), pb., 1838 + P&H
[1838 = Covenant Day, most special day in
Afrikaner history]; Bulala is Zulu for “kill
the wizard!” (wizard being what they first
called the whites); the gripping tale of beginnings of small,
brave, Christian nation: conflict, turmoil, tragedy & love,
dedication, and hard work—this exciting historical account
- Who Is Responsible for the DEATH of
of the history of South Africa (from earliest times to the
00
Christendom...?; 21pp., 3 + P&H.
end of the 2nd Anglo-Boer War) is woven as a rich tapestry into the form of a novel. An exciting book: sort of
a cross between Shaka Zulu and Little House on the Prairie. Eustace Mullins read it through several times and
- Why Christendom is on the Verge of remarked, “This is great, they ought to make a movie out
Extinction & The Cause of and Solution of this one!” The Sequel: Return to the Covenant, should
to All Our Problems, 88pp., 7.00 + P&H. be available Fall 2022 (inquire).
[Good supplement to Who Is Responsible...?
- Called Unto Holiness (1936) Ruth Paxson,
and Deliverance or Delusion...?]
originally pocket sized paperback 128 pages
(of airy, large margin), book size expanded
to 6x9 with detailed complementary and correctional notes by Balaicius, 280pp., pb.,
18.00 + P&H.

- Calvinism: Pure and Mixed—Reloaded:
False Doctrine Exposed: Subtle and Blatant; the entire text (retypeset) of William
G.T. Shedd’s 1893 work Calvinism: Pure
and Mixed: A Defence of the Westminster
Standards (originally c.161pp.) with around
200 pages of additional and corrective theological notes (and also illustrations) added
by R.A.B., 338pp., 6x9 pb., 22.50 + P&H. Shedd is
referred to as a “high Calvinist”, but after reading and
editing the error in this work, I don’t see
how he can be called such.
- The Collected Shorter Works of Isabel Hill
Elder (originally pamphlet size 8.5x4.25, retype-set in standard book size, plastic combbound; includes: Britain the Fruitful Bough;
Buddha the Israelite; The Cup of the Last
Supper; The House of Levi; In Former Times;
Joseph of Arimathea; St. James: First Bishop of Jerusalem;
The Story of Glastonbury; Truth Never Dies; The Uplifted
Red Right Hand c. 328pp., plastic comb-bound 1800 +
P&H. with corrective notes by Robert Alan Balaicius. Not
really recommended; especially not for new people. Many
people still admire Elder’s work, so I prepared these to
hopefully guide people through the error.
- The Communist Manifesto (1848) [Originally titled: “Manifest of the Communist
Party”] by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
(56pp.) — with Illustrated Historical Introduction — & A Comparison of the 10
Planks of the Communist Manifesto, “Democracy,” and Marxist, Unconstitutional
U.S. Law, with the Bill of Rights / the 10
Amendments to the Constitution and the 10 Commandments - also containing the Declaration of Independence,
Common Law Citations, Court Rulings and Quotes on
Freedom, added by Robert Alan Balaicius; Including photos, background information, and photos of these and
more: Karl Marx, Philips Corporation family, Adam
Weishaupt, Bernard Lazare, Winston Churchill, Dr. Oscar
Levy, Maurice Samuel, Marcus Eli Ravage, Samuel Roth,
Vladimir Lenin, David Ben-Gurion, Rabbi Stephen Wise,
Harry Waton, Friedrich Engels, Moses Hess, Theodore
Herzl, Jacob Schiff, Judah P. Benjamin, Albert Pike, John
Wilkes Booth, Charles Booth, William Booth, Rabbi Isadore
Loeb, Dimitry Manuilsky, 132pp. total, pb., 12.50 + P&H.
Also exposes the Marxist roots of the modern banking
conspiracy, and those who opposed it: quotes by Jackson,
Jefferson, Madison, as well as several U.S. Presidents who
spoke out against it and tried to stop it and were assassinated (Lincoln, Garrison, Kennedy).

- Difficulties (and Alleged Errors and
Contraditions) in the Bible [—Examined
and Re-Examined] (1907) Dr. R.A. Torry,
originally 126pp. pocket sized pb.; was
small print; enlarged print, expanded to
9x6, and 520 pages of corrective notes by
R.A.B. + illustrations, pb., 650pp., 32.50
+ P&H. Detailed exegesis, apologetics
(defense of faith), presentation of Sound Doctrine firmly
documented, answering many difficult issues in Scripture.
- Documents of Anglo-American Freedom
(retype-set, entire text of: Magna Charta
(1215), Declaration of Arboath (1320),
Colony in Virginea Britannia Lavves
Diuine, Morall & Martiall, (1612), Mayflower Compact (1620), Petition of Right
(1628), Agreement of People (1649), Instrument of Gov’t. (1653), Charlestown,
Mass. Thanksg. Proclamation (1676), Frame of Gov’t. of
Penna. (1682), [English] Bill of Rights (1689), Essay Towards Present & Future Peace of Europe, Wm. Penn
(1693), Virginia Resolves (1765), Geo. Washington’s General Orders to Continental Army (1756-1775), Declaration of Rights of Stamp Act Congress (1765), Fairfax
County Resolves (1774), Prayer of Congress (1774), Declaration of 1st Continental Congress (1774), Fast Day
Procl. (1776), Const. of Virg., Bill of Rights, Virg. Declaration of Rights (1776), Declaration of Indep. (1776),
Thanksg. Day Procl. (1777), Articles of Confederation &
Perpetual Union (1778), Thanksg. Day Procl. (1782), NW
Ordinance (1784), Ben. Franklin’s Const. Convention
Address on Prayer (1787), U.S. Const. (1787), Letter of
Transmittal (of Continental Congress) (1787), Letter of
Transmittal (of Continental Congress to President of Congress) (1787), Amendments to U.S. Const. (1-10, a.k.a.
Bill of Rights) (1789), Geo. Washington’s Thanksg. Day
Procl. (1789), J. Adam’s Thanks. Day Procl. (1798), Jon.
Trumbull’s Thanksg. Day Procla. (1807), James Madison’s
Humiliation and Prayer Fast Procl. (1812), James
Buchanan’s Humiliation & Prayer Fast Procl.
(1860); 24 color reprod. pages of originals.
comb-bound, 444pp., 2200 + P&H.
- The Forgotten Secret (Prayer) (1906)
Dawson, w/ Notes on Prayer, by R. A.
Balaicius, 112pp., pb., 1100 + P&H.
- Give Not That Which Is Holy To The
Dogs (c.1960), Rev. Wesley Swift; with copious correctional notes and other information by Robert Alan Balaicius; 74pp. (about
24pp. of Swift’s original and about 50pp. by
Balaicius). Covers many interesting topics.
700 + P&H.

- God: Deity of the Nations (1960), A. B.
Traina / Scripture Research Association, 89pp.,
w/ extensive corrective notes by R.A.B. of
96pp. It really is a terrible book; but so
many people are so easily confused by false
doctrine and some people are still interested
in the topic of the Sacred Name that I decided to undertake the laborious and tedious task of correcting this false doctrine. comb-bound, 16.00 + P&H.
- Good-Bye America! Farewell Addresses, Inaugural Speeches, and Other Words of Wisdom From the Founders of Our Republic
and Sterling Patriots of Freedom, 84pp., 7.00
+ P&H. Compiled by R.A.B.

- A History of The Puritans and Pilgrim
Fathers (1888) which incorporates: The
Puritans in England (1849), W.H.
Stowell, & The Pilgrim Fathers (1849),
D. Wilson, 508pp.; to which I have added
230pp. (which alone took me about 500 hours to research
and write) of historical and theological introduction to the
Reformers, Puritans, Pilgrims, Nonconformists, Covenanters, the Westminster Assembly, the history of the Anglican
Church and Presbyterian Church in England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, the Anglican Church and monarchs of
Britain in their persecution of those Protestants who disagreed with the Anglican Church’s Catholic ritual, and an
insightful look at the Great Awakening and revivals in
England, Ireland, Scotland (and its Isle of Lewis), Wales,
and New England; with over 800 short biographies and
over 250 illustrations added; also the print of these reprinted titles was intolerably small, I expanded it to 7x8.5
which allows for generous margins as well as a normal sized
print; 764pp total; 35.00 + P&H.
- “If the Blind Lead the Blind...” or In the
Doldrums with the Foul Wind of Hobart
Freeman’s, “Every Wind of Doctrine” (1975)
- His Monumentally Weak, One-“Chapter”
Attempt to “Refute” The Christian AngloIsrael Truth, Collapses In Upon Itself Like a
House of Cards in a Whirlwind during an Earthquake Rebutted with Actual Facts, Scripture, Documentation,
and Logical Thought (2022) by Robert Alan Balaicius,
81pp., 7.00 + P&H.
- Israel’s Five Trillion Dollar Secret, pb.,
Curtis B. Dall (son-in-law to FDR), 78pp.,
with detailed corrective notes by R.A.B., pb.,
total c.200pp., 16.50 + P&H.

- The Jews and South Africa: The Jewish
Role in South Africa’s Political Unrest (unknown author or date), South Africa’s Kosher Press (c.1950) by H.H. Beamish, The
Boer War: How the Jew Seized South Africa (unknown author or date) & The Jewish Problem in South Africa (Hon. Eric
Louw, M.P., 1939) & Why Pick On Us? (Hon. Eric
Louw, M.P., 1959) all re-typeset, annotated, illustrations
added by Robert Alan Balaicius, 130pp., plastic combbound, 12.50 + P&H.
- Just One More Chance, Lorne J. Shields
(Ireland, born in South Africa) / Robert Alan
Balaicius, 564pp., pb., 27.50 + P&H. The
story begins in Ireland and progresses like a
whirlwind, which, to explain more would give
away the suspense of the story. A gripping
read
you will not be able to put down and one of
those rare books that you wish would never end. · One rash
decision, a regrettable mistake, can snowball and cause a
chain-reaction like an avalanche; so-far reaching one may
wonder if it can be outrun even if he flees to the other side
of the world. When such a brief mistake is made, as Tom
McCauley finds out, it can carry you about like a beach-ball
in the ocean, and all you can do is hang on for dear life and
pray to God that you land safely, somewhere, eventually. ·
Here begins a touching story of down-to-earth people (well...
most of them), often real life stories from an earlier era. A
story of love and romance interwoven with cultures spanning several nations of a bye-gone era, hard work, drama,
intrigue, foul-play, good versus evil, faithfulness, respect, devotion, desperation, and hope combined with real historical
events. The epic story of all creation is presented in a whirl:
a momentary fall from grace followed by repeated attempts
at restoration, while battling a myriad of unforeseen obstacles to that goal which creep out of the past into the present
like vipers from a pit that just won’t die. You will not be the
same after reading this book; you may become a part of the
drama itself: your heart knit with those of this story, as if
they were family or dear friends. At least, that is how it
affected me. Step back into the 1800s and enjoy an amazing story. . . · I cannot help but think of a paragraph penned
by the eminent Charles Dickens, which shares similar sentiments with this moving, gripping, lively, fascinating story:
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the
age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch
of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of
Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before
us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to
heaven, we were all going direct the other way — in short,
the period was so far like the present period, that some of its
noisiest authorities insisted on its being received, for good
or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only.” (A

Tale of Two Cities) —the Editor, Adapter, and Publisher,
R.A.B. A must read. This could be the next Hallmark t.v.
miniseries or motion picture. First edition, limited printing
of 150 copies (which may become collector’s items).
- Kind Unto Kind: Race Mixing from God’s
Viewpoint (c.1977) Researched by Mrs. Idris
W. Howard, 140pp., published by the Thunderbolt, Marietta, GA. Goes through Bible
Gen. to Rev. quoting passages w/ her comments in between & sometimes Introductory; also included is a bonus rare title, The
Role of the Mixed Multitude (1976) by Mrs.
E.G. Lake (Edna G. Gainer), 25pp.; with Notes Corrective
and Complementary by Robert Alan Balaicius, paperback,
6x9, total 560 pages, 27.50 + P&H. These original works are
fraught with error, but my notes constitute one of the most
powerful books on race from Biblical perspective.
- A Letter from George Whitefield to the
Rev. Mr. John Wesley In Answer to Mr.
Wesley’s Sermon Entitled “FREE
GRACE” (1740), with additional notes
added by the editor Robert Alan Balaicius;
39pp., 4.00 + P&H.
- “The Massacre of the Innocents” — a
collection, containing: The Jews and Ritual
Murders of Christian Babies: A Theological and Legal Study I. I. Lyutostansky
(translated into English for 1t time from
3rd Russian edition of 1911), modern
intro. by Carlos Whitlock Porter, Edited with Annotations and Supplementary Material by Robert Alan
Balaicius (including U.S. Consulate report from Odessa,
Russia on Ritual Murder, information concerning Sir
Richard Burton’s and his book, The Jew, Gypsie, and El
Islam, and the long-lost, controversial appendix on Ritual
Murder., 316 pages, 20.00 + P&H.
- A Methodist’s View of Romanism (1973)
Robert J. Bradford, 40pp., + complementary and corrective notes by Robert Alan
Balaicius, 88pp., total, 7.00 + P&H.

- The Negro’s Place in Call of
Race (1948) William H. Murray
(Governor of Oklahoma 1931-1935) 101pp.
original; this book contained significant error +
c.100 pages of corrective or supplementary notes
by R.A.B.; 197pp., plastic comb-bound (and
the information in the 60pp. of Appendices
added by Murray was better than his 40pp. book itself);
16.00 + P&H.

- The New Life: Talks With Christians
on Practical Victory (1932) Captain
Reginald Wallis, & The New Life Clarified (complementary / corrective supplemental notes), Robert Alan Balaicius;
140pp, comb-bound, 1300 + P&H.
- The New Walk (1939) Captain Reginald
Wallis,* & The New Walk Clarified
(complementary and corrective supplemental notes), Robert Alan Balaicius; 120pp,
comb-bound, 1100 + P&H. [* Father of
Bible teacher/author Arthur Wallis.]

The Power of Prayer — Illustrated in the
Wonderful Displays of Divine Grace at the
Fulton Street and Other Meetings in New
York and Elsewhere, in 1857 and 1858 (1858)
Samuel Irenaeus Prime, 250pp., 6x9 pb., with
notes by Robert Alan, Balaicius, 16.50 + P&H.
Races in Chaos (1959) by W. G. Finlay
(South Africa) 74 pages, with Notes Corrective and Complementary by Robert Alan
Balaicius, total of 214pp, 6x9 pb., 16.50
+ P&H. These original works are fraught
with error, but my notes constitute one of
the most powerful books on race from Biblical perspective.
- Racial Streams of Mankind (1946) 192pp.,
+ Pre-Adamic Races: Questions and Answers,
by Dr. Clem Davies, 27pp., and detailed corrective notes by RAB of both titles (+ photo
of Davies and a brief biography of him and
his family compiled by RAB), 538pp., total,
6x9 pb., 27.50 + P&H.? (Davies’ book is replete with error, but since some people still show interest in
his works, I spent over 500 hours to correct all the error in
these, and they serve as a good teaching tool to recognize
illogic, error, and false doctrine)?
- Rebutting a Limp ‘Refutation’: Christian
Anglo-Israel Defended; “Heresies Exposed”
—Exposed as Impotent Hearsay, by Robert
Alan Balaicius, 88pp., 7.00 + P&H. This
begins with a 10-page “exposé” from a book
I reprinted by a mainstream author, “Heresies Exposed” (entire book deals with many false doctrines, and the author included a 10-page chapter on “British Israel”, though he proved himself ignorant, dishonest,
and inadequate) and ends with my 72-page rebuttal.

- A Rhino Crying: A Country Dying, Jans
Rautenbach (South Africa) edited by Robert
Alan Balaicius, 706pp., 6.25”x9.25”, pb.,
gripping novel similar to “The Turner Diaries” and “The Hunter”; though set in South
Africa and set in the scene of a historical
novel; hard to put down; very limited edition of 200 copies printed; which may become valuable
collector’s items as a major actor/publisher in South Africa
was interested in the book for a movie. 32.00 + P&H.
- Rivers of Living Water (1930) with complementary and corrective notes by Robert Alan
Balaicius; 6x9 pb., 262; 18.00 + P&H.
Paxson’s work was a pocket-sized pb.,
128pp., the print size was enlarged a little in
facsimile reprint, and the modern notes constitute over half of the book (since the margin
space is wider for the notes). This was a
remarkably well-written little booklet with more truth than
error, though she did not go into great depth in her explanations, the modern notes expound upon the points that she
made, as well as making doctrinal corrections.
Salvation Results From God Bestowing Free
Grace Upon His Elect not from the Erroneous Notion of Man Having “Free Will” To
Choose To Be Saved — The Charles H.
Spurgeon Election, Predestination, and Calvinism Collection, 299pp., pb., 17.50 + P&H;
containing Spurgeon's sermons: Sovereign
Grace and Man’s Responsibility, The Agreement of Salvation by Grace with Walking in Good Works, All of Grace,
Human Inability, Human Responsibility, Sovereignty and
Salvation, Predestination and Calling, Election, Election and
Holiness, Election no Discouragement to Seeking Souls, A
Defense of Calvinism, & Free Will — A Slave; with extensive notes by Robert Alan Balaicius
Some Astute Observations Concerning the
Peoples Encountered on an African Expedition while in Search of the Source of the
Nile River — Excerpted from “The Albert
N’Yanza: Great Basin of Nile and Exploration of Nile Sources” (c.1866) by Sir Samuel
White Baker, edited by RAB, superbly shows nature/character of the blacks, turks, and arabs, 88pp. pb. 700 + P&H.
excellent! eye-opening
Some Collected Works of Conrad Gaard
(c.1950) (Abomination of Desecration,
God’s Kingdom Plan (Revealed In Scriptures), He Hath Prospered Our Beginnings,
National Israel In World Today, Some of
the Reasons Why The Israel Identity is Important, Studies in Genesis) retype-set with
corrective notes by RAB/STM. 328pp. plastic comb bound;
1800 + P&H. Not really recommended; especially not for

new people. Many people still admire his work, so I
prepared these to hopefully guide people through the error. This re-typeset collection contains
extensive corrective notes by RAB.
Some Collected Works of Earnest Sevier
Cox [Let My People Go (1925), Virginia
Racial Integrity Legislation (c.1925), The
South’s Part in Mongrelizing the Nation*
(1926), The Virginia Memorial to Congress (c.1934), The Price of Failure, Three
Million Negroes Thank The State of Virginia (1940),
Monument to Herman (1959); with extensive notes by
Robert Alan Balaicius, illustrations added, and photos and
brief biography of Cox, 232pp., 18.50 + P&H. [* In this
book Cox exposes the practice of Southern plantation
owners breeding with their slave women (and having mulattoes as concubines) because the mulatto slave brought a
higher price. In my notes I explain if that was the case,
then it is clear why God had the South lose the Civil War.]
Some Collected Short Works of Pastor
William B. Record (1886 - 1971) & Pastor
Robert B. Record (1910 - 2005) of the
National Message Ministry - Retype-set,
Edited and Annotated by Robert Alan
Balaicius, c.300pp., plastic comb-bound, 1800
+ P&H. Not really recommended; especially not for new people. Many people still admire his
work, so I prepared these to hopefully guide people through
the error. [Containing: Biography of Robert Bruce Record
(and photos of William and Robert) Brief Testimony of
Robert Bruce Record; America! Destiny, and the Kingdom
of God; The Antichrist, the Great Tribulation, and the
Pre-Tribulation Rapture of the Church — Biblical or False?;
Because the Jews Rejected Christ; Because Thou Hast Rejected Knowledge; Biblical Understanding of the Book of
Genesis; The Birthplace of the Antichrist...!; “The Chosen
People” — Who Are They and Where?; A Chosen Race
and An Holy Nation; The Difference it Makes Whether
We Be Israel or Not; The Emerging Kingdom; An Exposition of Romans; The Gates of Hell and the Kingdom of
God; Giving All Diligence, Add...; Here and Hereafter; Is
Discrimination Biblical...?; Is the Light From Our Churches
Dispelling the Darkness...?; Is There Such A Thing As A
Serpent Race?; The Key To History and the Bible; The
Kingdom—God’s Objective Always; The Misuse of the
“Church” and “Gentile”; Money, Credit and Wealth; The
Night Cometh When No Man Can Work; Our Mounting
Problems and the Stranger Within; Palestine, Prophecy,
and the Jew; Republicans Have the Football, But; Seven
Years of Tribulation: Fact or Fiction?; Three Evils That
Plague America; “The Times of the Gentiles and the City
of Jerusalem”; The Truth About The Race Question; Was
Jesus A Jew?; What’s The Name of Your God?; When
Christ Returns as a Thief—Who Shall Be Taken and Who

Shall Be Left?; When Christ Returns to Reign; Why Confusion Reigns in America!; Why Did Christ Say He Had
Come?; Why Must A Man Be Born Again?; Why Our
Political and Economic Machinery Are Fast Grinding to
a Halt!; A Few Issues of The National Message newsletter:
[March-April 1999] — The City That Abraham Awaited
/ Resurrection Life—A Present Possession / What Goes
On Here on Planet Earth?; [May-June 1999] — Christians
Without Vision / The Only Way to Abide in Divine Love
/ The Price of Ignorance and Disobedience / The Great
Deception; [July-August 1999] — The Marriage Supper of
the Lamb / How Sacred Is Human Life? / Can We Trust
Our Conscience?; [September-October 1999] — Ye Are
My Witnesses / A Prophecy Described in Terms of the
Past; [November-December 1999] — Prepare Ye The Way
of the Lord / Not By Might Nor By Power / Sin Invites
Divine Judgment; [January-February 2003] — The New
Testament—Israel or Gentile? / A Deceived and Erring
People; [November-December 2005] — Whom Do We
Worship, A Babe in Swaddling Clothes or a Coming King?]
NOTE: The title “Here and Hereafter” is
missing a few pages in the middle.
- The Sovereignty of God (1918 / 1929)
Arthur W. Pink, 216pp., — Critical Edition,
with annotations by RAB, re-typeset, total
648pp., pb., 32.50 + P&H.? My notes =
some of the most profound Reformed Doctrine / Philosophy you will read.
Subgenation: The Theory of The Normal
Relation of the Races (1864) John Van Evrie,
with detailed corrective notes by R.A.B.; 177
pages total; the original was 72 pages, which
was pretty bad, but it serves as a good springboard for truth, showing proper logical argumentation and Bible understanding, exposing Van Evrie's error; pb., 16.50 + P&H.
The Talmud Unmasked: The Secret Rabbinical Teachings Concerning Christians
[Memorial Edition to Honor a Great
Lithuanian.] (1892), Rev. I.B. Pranaitis
(Lithuanian Priest murdered for this book),
translated by & with intro by Sancutary;
144pp., pb. (94 page original + 30 page Illustrated Biographical and Historical Introduction by Robert Alan Balaicius, 11.50 + P&H.
That Not One of These Little Ones Should
Perish; first-time English translation of his The
Jewish Blood Secret: An Expert Opinion (Saint
Petersburg, 1913) 76pp., by Lithuanian Roman Catholic Priest Justinas B. Pranaitis (author of Talmud Unmasked, who was murdered by the Bolsheviks when they took over) with detailed
annotations by Robert Alan Balaicius 230pp., total, pb.,
17.00 + P&H. Deals with other Talmudic perversions of

the Scriptures, Noahide Laws, etc.

- The United States: A Christian Nation
(1905), Assistant Supreme Court Justice,
David J. Brewer, 124pp., notes by RAB,
pb., 1400 + P&H.

- You Gentiles (1924) Maurice Samuel, Jewish author exposes Jews, 221pp & A Real
Case Against The Jews & Commissary To
The Gentiles, Rabbi Marcus Eli Ravage
(14pp.) [including about 100 pages of notes
by R.A.B. refuting Ravage’s nonsense / propaganda intermixed with truth; and a few more pages of brief bios and
photos of the two authors); c.346pp., pb., 18.50 + P&H.
[I had no idea it would take so many pages to correct his
nonsense... but once I started I had to finish; exhausting.]
Books for Youth (and Adults)
The Karl Gustav Nieritz Library
Fantastic German Lutheran author [with detailed corrective, complementary, explanatory, and augmentative historical, etymological, theological, and other notes, illustrations,
maps, by R.A.B.] - several more volumes to come

Volume #1 - The Shepherd’s Family [a.k.a. The Little Shepherd Boy and His Dog] (1894) 111pp., & The Little Shoe-

maker or Where the Truth Takes Root, God Will Make
of it a Goodly Tree (1850) 143pp., & The Little Miner or
Honesty is the Best Policy (1887) 130pp., [a.k.a. Gottlieb
Frey... (1871, 226pp.,]; These are excellent. Touching. If
you are not moved by each of them (as well as most all
others in other volumes) you have a heart of stone. 3
books in 1, c.384pp. total. pb., 24.00 + P&H.
Volume #2 - The Noble Wife or Faithful unto Death (1871)
287pp., conflict between Sweden and Norway under King
Charles XII. of Sweden in late 1600s early 1700s. &
Gustavus Vasa or King and Peasant [a.k.a. The Faithful
Servant] (1873) 258pp., (founding of the Royal house of
Vasa of Sweden, defender of the Reformation, freeing
Sweden from the evil Christian II. of Denmark). 2 in 1,
c.545pp. total pb. Both Excellent. 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #3 - The Weaver of Naumburg or A City Saved By
Children (c.1929) 121pp. & Gutenberg and the Lost Child
(c.1850) 167pp., (first printed Bible) [+ my Post-script on
Gutenberg & illustrations] & The Rich Man and the Poor
Man or Help in Need (1875) 120pp., c.408pp. total pb.
Excellent. Touching. 24.00 + P&H.
Volume #4 - Duty and Affection (a.k.a. The Little Drummer or, Filial Affection / Young Recruit: Adventures of a
Drummer-boy: A Story of the Russian Campaign /
Augustus the Young Drummer) (1850) 162pp., [excellent!] & Alexander Menzikoff or the Danger of Wealth
[a.k.a. The Perils of Greatness (1853) / Alexander
Menschikoff: The Founder of a Family / The Touchstone
of Life: a True Story of the Russian Peerage] 130pp., &
The Rat Catcher or Magic Fife (1854) 166pp., (source of
famous “Pied Piper of Hamlin” written by Robert Browning in 1888); 554pp. total, pb., 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #5 - The Foundling or the School of Life (1850)
136pp., & The Plum-Woman or The Child With Three
Mothers: A Tale of High Life and Low Life (c.1856)
201pp., (orphan / adoption) & Driven Out (1893) 156pp.,
(2 children of a woman with leprosy who is cast out of the
city) 558pp. total, pb., 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #6 - Busy Hands & Patient Hearts or, The Blind Boy
of Dresden and His Friends (1875) 181pp., [a.k.a. Lenchen’s
Brother (1887) 156pp., by another translator / publisher]
& The Dumb Boy of Fribourg or, the Pilgrim and the
Dragon, a Tale of the Discovery of Gunpowder (1873)
166pp., & The Cobbler, the Clerk, and the Lawyer of
Liebstein (1868) 123pp.; 586pp. total, pb., 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #7 - The Bears of Augustusburg: An Episode in Saxon
History (1855) 216pp., & The Smuggler’s Revenge or
the Lost Child of Lanemarken (1897) 200pp., & The
Siege of Magdeburg: A Tale of 1631 (1855) 83pp.; 604pp.
total, pb., 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #8 - The Exiles of Salzburg and Other Stories (1880)
[also including The King of Prussia’s Tall Soldier (a.k.a.
The Tall Man) & The Belfry of Dresden], 256pp., &
(Life) In Fair Silesia (1894) 156pp., & The Siberian Exile

(1894) 122pp., 574pp. total, pb., 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #9 - The School on Luneburg Heath (1895) 148pp.,
& Patient Henry or the Dangerous Wager (1865) 188pp.,
& The Pilgrim Kings or the Star of Bethlehem (1881)
223pp., [a.k.a. Erna the Forest Princess, or, Pilgrimage of
the Three Wise Men to Bethlehem: a Legend of Germany
of Olden Time / The Three Kings or Magi: A Tale (1856)]
(1881 ed.) 223pp., 531pp. total, paperback, 25.00 + P&H.
Volume #10 - The Jailer of Norwich; or, the Eighth Commandment (1863) 186pp., & Christian Beck’s Grandson
(1894) 232pp. & Stolen for Ransom (1901) 138pp.;
558pp. total, 26.00 + P&H.
Volume #11 - One Offence Punished: A Swiss Tale (1859)
48pp.; & Truth and Falsehood or The Adventures of a
Prince (1866) 188pp., [a.k.a. The Crown Prince and his
Scapegoat or Truth and Falsehood] (1877) The Platzbäcker
of Plauen (1887) 157pp., 431pp. total, pb. 24.00 + P&H.
Volume #12 - The Coal-Burner’s Sons: or Filial Love Rewarded (1878), 252pp., Seppel or the Burning of the Synagogue At Munich (1879) 129pp. (retypeset), & Benjamin
Franklin: The Printer Boy (1875) 120pp.; 589pp. total,
pb., 26.00 + P&H.
German Catholic author
The Annotated William Herchenbach Library
superb stories - [with detailed corrective, complementary,
explanatory, and augmentative historical, etymological, theological, and other notes, illustrations, maps, by R.A.B.] - I
believe this is all of his works translated into English

- Volume 1 - The Waffle Woman; Angel Hilda; Falsely Accused; 406pp., pb., 22.00 + P&H.
- Volume 2 - Armorer of Solingen; Voyage of the Veronica;
308pp., pb., 18.00 + P&H.
Superb English Protestant author
The Annotated Emily Sarah Holt Library

superb stories - [with detailed corrective, complementary,
explanatory, and augmentative historical, etymological, theological, and other notes, illustrations, maps, by R.A.B.] -

The Migrations and Languages of Israel after the Captivity

several more volumes to come.
- Volume 1 - Mistress Margery: A Tale of the Lollards —
A.D. 1400 (1868); King Alfred: The Truth Teller — A.D.
847-899 (1896); Sir John Oldcastle — A.D. 1370-1417
(1896); 482pp., pb., 22.00 + P&H.
- Volume 2 - Well in the Desert — A.D. c.1350 (1872) [Bishop
of Arundel & noble Houses of Arundel & Despenser],
185pp., & Our Little Lady or, Six Hundred Years Ago
(1887) 187pp., 514pp., pb. 22.00 + P&H.
- Volume 3 - Imogen: A Story of the Mission of Augustine
or A Tale of the Early British Church — A.D. 587 (1876,
1890 edition), 344pp., 400pp., pb., 20.00 + P&H. SUPERB! A MUST!
- Volume 4: John de Wycliffe: The First of the Reformers
And What He Did For England — A.D. 1377 (1884) &
The King’s Daughters: or How Two Girls Kept the Faith
(1888), 608pp., total 27.50 + P&H.
- Volume 5: Lettice Eden: The Lamps of Earth and the Lights
of Heaven — A.D. 1530 (1877) 376pp., A superb story!
pb., 20.00 + P&H.
Posters / Charts: Medium sized: full color, glossy thick poster
paper; shipped in protective mailing tube for 7.50 or up to
10 large or 2 large and all 11 medium can ship together for
$10.00 (within the U.S.) total in 1 tube. [posters 14”x20”
12.50 + P&H unless noted; 12x18 11.50 + P&H.
The Peoples of the Bible
most all peoples of the Bible 2 seed lines.

The Ten Commandments;

Blessedness / Peace (Psalm 1 / 23)

Perseverance of the Saints (12x18)

Hope (Beatitudes / Matthew 5)

Fruit of Spirit / Full Armor / Think on These Things
(Gal. 5 / Eph. 6 / Phil. 4); 12”x18”

Love (I Corinthians 13)

Faith (Hebrews 11)

Prayer / Daily Bread
(12” x 18”)

Lord’s Prayer / Soldier’s Psalm
(Matthew 6 / Psalm 91)

Large Poster - Coming Soon - IF THERE IS ENOUGH
INTEREST (INQUIRE): A Coordinated Chronological
Table of the Judges, Prophets, High Priests, and Kings of
Israel (Together with the Contemporary Kings of Pagan
Nations) From The Exodus to the Return of the Exiles
and the Rebuilding of the Temple (and beyond) (spanning
over 1016 years of history) huge 37” x 42”.
[See other 2 large posters / charts on the first page of this catalog.]

Small posters - full color 8.5x11, 5.00 + P&H (any amount
for one P&H fee shipped in flat box or poster tube; or ship
with other posters or ship with books). Nations of Israel
series: 1. Britain, 2. Ireland, 3. Scotland, 4. Wales, 5.
Netherlands, 6. South Africa, 7. Germany.

Backburner projects in various stages of completion (most
at least 75%); they probably won’t be available any time
soon; unless there is enough interest.
- Ancient Tribes in Modern Light: The Distant Ancestors
of the Indo-European Peoples; many hundreds of tribes,
Celtic, Baltic, Scandinavian, Germanic, Slavic, etc.; and
brief histories, lists of rulers / chieftains.
- Christian Anglo-Israel Hall of Fame (like the Hall of
Fame section of my book Uncovering, but with many
hundreds of individuals and photos; c.800 pages.
- Comparative Philology Primer of Indo-European Languages and Some Other Languages Remotely Related: 600+
different Basic Words in 56 Different Languages.; at a
glance, all languages color coded by family.
- A Comprehensive Scriptural and Historical Consideration of
Modern Premillennialist “I’ll Fly Away” Philosophy: Doctrinal
Rapture or Theological Rupture? Will contain powerful introduction challenging the reader whether he will accept the truth
and discard his old beliefs when shown that they are false;
another backburner project, a highly expanded form of my
book The Futurist and Rapture Conspiracy.
- A History of the Balkan/South and Eastern Slavic Nations.
- A History of the North and Western Slavic Nations.
- Lithuania: The Overlooked Nordic Tribe.
- Miscellaneous Writings of R.A.B., vols 6-12. (the material all exists, my ongoing articles (Ruminations); but it
takes about 360 hours to rewrite/polish each volume.
- The Question of the Sacred Names of the Godhead and
the Titles of Divine Office, [however, a good amount of
information on this topic is in my detailed notes in my
printing of God: Deity of Nations by Traina.]
- Racial Purity: Absolute or Obsolete (will probably never
be completed because the problem has gotten 1000x worse
and it is now a moot point).
- A Short History of Monaco, Genoa, and Surrounding
Regions and the Grimaldi Family, A.B. Grimaldi, BritishIsrael teacher, died 1925 (his family should have been heirs
of the Principality of Monaco); contains an extensive (nearly
20 feet) fold-out color genealogy of the Grimaldi Family
going back to Judah through Odin and numerous other
Royal families of Europe, c.450pp.,
Teach Us To Pray — Help Thou My Unbelief — Lord
Save Me!: The Disciples Handbook For Prayer, Faith, and
Deliverance, Balaicius, 644pp., pb., 6x9 [I made the print
a little smaller to keep the page count down; which would
be around 1,000 pages; it is 310,000 words] (Completely
done proof-reading / polishing it for the 20th time...! help
me with your prayers that God writes the ending of the final
chapter in victory / deliverance for me so it can be published; it is not merely what God says, “in theory” but the
proof of answered pray in an impossible tragic situation).
- several other titles: Being Truly “In Christ”: The Secret To

Unlimited Blessing How to Actualize the Power of God in
Your Life; Christ’s Genealogy; A History of the Bible; The
Patriarchs and Creation; When Jerusalem Fell; among others. Vol. 2 (the Imposters Exposed) and Vol. 3 (the Bottom
Line) of my book Your Inheritage / Uncovering the Mysteries will not be written; as many other books I have
already written cover the information that would have been
contained in these; but in far-more detailed manner.
Personal notes: Thank You For Supporting This Ministry for all your book needs, rather than going to Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, etc. Please consider tithing to a ministry
(whether it is STM or some other worthy ministry) that
preaches the full truth in obedience to God—standing on the
Front Line for the truth, facing the enemy—rather than
supporting a mainstream church (which uses your tithe or
donation to support God’s enemies, sin, and evengelizing the
Third World). We cannot do what we do without regular
support. Thank you, please tell others.
Also please consider remembering Sacred Truth Ministries in your will / trust in whatever way God may lead
you. The work of the Kingdom must go on, even if our
friends and supporters (whom we will miss) themselves go
on ahead of us to the Kingdom itself. Also, make certain
your legacy and/or library will be used to further the
work of the kingdom, if you have no family that will
appreciate your library (or who will simply sell it or even
throw it in the garbage, as we have learned happened to
several people we know who passed on—even the children of a Christian Israel minister threw out all their
fathers’ books and tapes). If ministries like ours received
even a fraction of the support mainstream ministries and
churches receive, we would have the funds to do whatever we need; but sadly, that is not the case. I lived
below the poverty level for many years working in full
time ministry for the Kingdom for 32 years, doing without most things others take for granted, and I put in 90+
hour weeks, and have for 32 years. If you know of other
believers who do not know of this ministry / needs,
please tell them about us. Thank you!
To the Reader: For those unfamiliar with my works, I need
to stress that my book Uncovering the Mysteries... is my
foundational book, upon which most all other books of
mine are built. Those who do not understand the central
thesis (explained in Uncovering...) that the Anglo-Saxon and
related peoples are the actual descendents of the Biblical
Israelites (and that the people who modernly are known as
“jews” are not the Israelites of the Bible) may not understand the reasoning for certain details in other of my books.
To briefly explain: After God cast true Israel out of the
Promised Land (because of their unrepentant sin), the
Edomite-Canaanite descendents of Esau moved into the
land and claimed it as their own possession (since Jacob had
tricked their forefather Esau out of his inheritance). Of the
Israelites of the House of Israel (northern 10 tribes) and of
the House of Judah (southern 2 tribes) who were taken into

captivity into Assyria and Babylon—99.5% never returned
to the Promised Land, but migrated north-westward and
“disappeared” from history, at the very same time the “AngloSaxon” and related peoples “appeared out of nowhere.” A
careful study of history, culture, ethnology, language, archaeology and Scripture, proves beyond the shadow of a
doubt that the Anglo-Saxon and related peoples are the very
Israelites of the Bible who left Assyria and Babylon and
migrated into Europe in fulfillment of prophecy. Though
this concept may seem incredible to the average person (and
though the mainstream media has denounced such teaching
as “racist”—so people will eschew it, rather than actually
study it to see if it is true), without knowing this all-important truth, one cannot understand what God requires of us,
how He expects us to live, why our nations are being judged
modernly through corruption, chaos, terrorism, injustice,
invsion, etc.—or how we fit into God’s plan and what Bible
Prophecy truly means. I encourage everyone who has never
truly studied this issue, read my heavily researched and well
documented book. Read it with an open mind. Then, you
can read what modern critics have to say against this doctrine and decide for yourself which is true. Most books
which denounce the Christian Anglo-Israel doctrine are
“hatchet-jobs” which do injustice to the truth and are unscholarly. Don’t accept this doctrine simply because of what
I say. Meditate upon it. Scrutinize it. Search it out. But
give my presentation an honest, objective study before passing judgment. May God bless you as you study and pray
that He leads you into all truth and into conformity with
His Will. May you grow in the knowledge of Grace and
Truth. Salvation comes through faith alone in the sacrifice
of Christ on the behalf of His people; but as in all things,
man must conform to God’s terms; not vice versa. It is not
a matter of “who’s right and who’s wrong” in any given area
of doctrine and practice—but a matter of each of us getting
right with God. We have all sinned. We have all fallen
short. But Scripture says, “For a just man falleth seven
times, and riseth up again...” (Proverbs 24:16). God can
only deliver us (individually and nationally) if we are walking in obedience to His Will. We cannot walk in His Will
unless we know it. We cannot know His Will unless we
understand who we are. May each person reading this truly
desire to know. I pray my book Uncovering... is the first
step in this process. I have invested 50,000 hours and over
$100,000 in the research and writing of my many books.
Please invest the few hours it will take to read at least, my
foundational book, Uncovering... Robert Alan Balaicius
Note: Books retain value if taken care of properly. Resist
temptation to write in books. Instead: use post-it notes or
3x5 cards indicating page#, paragraph, and notes. Old
Books?: If you have old, new, used, un-used (any type,
religious or secular) lying around you do not want, pack
them securely in a box (with packing material on all sides
to protect them) and ship them to us BOOK RATE and
we will find a use for them. Thank you.
NOTE: If you are not a regular supporter of this ministry,

please consider becoming one. I cannot do what I do without you; without your regular prayers and support. It takes
thousands of hours and thousands of dollars to produce the
books I produce. Help me help our people. I always have
about 12 other titles in various stages of progress, in addition to the 30-50 rare books we reprint each year and the
50-100 new titles we add to the catalog each month or so. A
few people even carefully box up and mail us their old books
(or bequeath their library to us) they no longer want, in
addition to tithes, donations. Email us for lists of new and
rare books added to the catalog each month. If you have no
family that cares about the truth, consider leaving this ministry in your will (though we pray you live to see Christ’s
Return) so we can continue to spread the truth. Inquire
concerning the best way to do this.
CATALOG of 7000+ books,* music, posters/charts, software, videos, etc. [* covering categories such as: Alternative
Health, Anglo-Israel, Apocryphal Literature, Bible Translations, Biographies, Childrens’ books, Civilization, Classics,
Commentaries, (exposing) Conspiracy, Construction, Covenanters, Crafts, Fitness, Health, History (Church & Secular--including 500+ rare, out-of-print, history and AngloIsrael classics unavailable elsewhere), Home Industry,
Homeschooling, Inspiration, Languages, Law, Lexicons, Natural Living, Organic Gardening, Philosophy, Pilgrims/Puritans, Race, Reference, Reformers, Repairs, Science, SelfImprovement, Spiritual Growth, Theology, Trivia, etc.];
250+pp., 8.5x11, stapled; 600 + P&H. —or a searchable
PDF version is available via email for free (though any small
donation appreciated). Since so few people ever order
books or the catalog, being lazy and apathetic and selfish
and preferring instead to support Antichrist Amazon, who
takes the lion’s share of any book sale (and then uses that
money to help destroy Christendom) due to easy checkout,
free shipping, etc., rather than actually supporting the author and ministry / publisher; I do not have time (about 80
hours) to fully update the catalog; therefore, things will be
out of place, and the PDF catalog is best as you can do
a keyword search. The full catalog and other book lists /
fliers are available via contacting me directly through email,
stm@mounet.com; or downloadable from my website link:
https://sacredtruthministries.com/books/uncategorized
Postage & Handling: 10% (500 minimum) within the U.S.
For P&H rates for other countries email for details.
Large posters P&H is separate from books.
Note: Any time writing via postal service w/ questions,
include SASE for reply; or if outside the US, include a
dollar or two US for reply. Email is best and free.
Forms of donation: POSTAL Money Order is preferred;
CASH is okay for orders 50.00 or under; also acceptable
/ other types of money orders, checks as a last resort; also
postage stamps accepted from prisoners.

Order Form
Sacred Truth Ministries - P.O. Box 18, Mountain City, Tennessee 37683 / stm@mounet.com
America, Christianity, Liberty & Truth (circle or check, and total) __ God’s Plan For Mankind...
1450 ____________
50
00
00
__ Vol. 1 (5 ); __ Vol. 2 (6 ); __ Vol. 3 (7 );
__ Goodbye America...
700 _____________
__ Vol. 4 (2000); __ Vol. 1-4 set (3500).
__ Going Ape...
700 _____________
Total: _______________ __ A Greater Miracle Than...
2750 ____________
Apologetic Expositions... (circle or check, and total; 7.00
__ History Puritan / Pilgrims
3500 ____________
each + P&H unless noted)
00
__ Acts 8; __ Acts 13; __ Acts 15; __ I Chronicles; __ “If The Blind Lead the Blind”... 7 00_____________
__ II Corininthians 3; __ Galatians 3; __ Isaiah 56; __ If You Had Been Brainwashed... 14 ____________
1100 ____________
__ John 4 (550); __ I John;
Total ___________ __ It Just Isn’t Fair...!
1650 ____________
__ 9-volume set (5800) __________ __ Israel’s $5 Trillion Secret
300 _____________
__ Isaiah 56 expanded pb. (not in set)1500 ______ __ Is Y2K a Fullfillment...?
00
1250 ____________
__ Are Celestial Mysteries... 12 __________________ __ Jews and South Africa...
2750 ____________
__ Are We Keeping God’s Law Yet?... 2750 ___________ __ Just One More Chance...
2750 ____________
__ Are You An Anti-Semite...?
300 ____________ __ Kind Unto Kind
50
__ Attributes of God (Pink) / RAB 17 ___________ __ Letter from George Whitefield... 400 _____________
2000 ____________
__ Behind Communism
1450 ______________ __ The Liberty Document...
00
700 _____________
__ Biblical Law of the Tithe...
6 ____________ __ Limbaugh, Buchanan...
__ Bittersweet Impressions & Insp. 2000 ______________ __ Lord’s Prayer & 10 Comm. 1600 _______________
2000 ____________
__ Bolshevik Primer...
1450 ____________ __ Massacre of the Innocents
00
550 _____________
__ Bolshevism, Communism, (BCJ&Z) 7 ____________ __ Meaning of Life / Suicide
300 _____________
__ Bulala: True Story South Africa
1838 ____________ __ Merry AntiChrist-mas
__ Called Unto Holiness
1800 ____________ __ A Methodist’s View of Romanism 700 _____________
__ Calling / Come Out...
700 _____________ __ Mystery of Law & Grace, Hb. / pb. 2000 / 1400 ______
1600 ____________
__ Calvinism: Pure and Mixed
2250 ____________ __ Negro’s Place...
Children’s / Youth Books
__ New “Dept. Farmland Security” 250 _____________
__ Bible Lessons... Nature
1200 ___________ __ The New Life
1400 ____________
00
__ Bible Lessons... Psalm 37 15 ___________ __ New Moon Observance...
700 _____________
00
__ God, Man & the Universe 25 ____________ __ The New Walk
1100 ____________
00
__ Lost Little Princess
10 ___________ __ The Other Side
3250 ____________
__ Christian Anglo-Israel Message... 700 ______________ __ Our Blood on the Altar
700 _____________
00
__ Christian-Israelite & Polygamy 7 _____________ __ Post Christian Era...
1050 ____________
__ Christian-Israelite & Salt...
700 _____________ __ Power of Prayer...
1650 ____________
__ Collected / Works / Isabel Hill-Elder 1800 ___________ __ Races in Chaos
1650 ____________
50
__ Communist Manifesto
12 ____________ __ Racial Streams of Mankind
2750 ____________
__ Complete Catalog stapled 600 / combound 750 _______ __ Rebutting a Limp “Refutation”
700 _____________
50
__ Confessions of an Anesthetized... 5 _____________ __ Rivers of Living Water
1800 ____________
__ Creation of Man / Genesis 1&2 700 _____________ __ A Rhino Crying...
3200 ____________
__ A Defense of Our Ancient...?
1500 ____________ Sacred Truth Expository Commentary:
__ Deliverance or Delusion...?
700 ____________
__ Job Introdution / Chap 1
550 _______
50
__ Difficulties in the Bible...
32 ____________
__ Ecclesiates
3000 ______
00
__ Documents of Anglo-American... 22 ____________
__ Genesis / Judges
4000 ______
__ Hebrews
3250 ______
__ Does God Repent/Change Mind...? 2500 ________
__ Hosea
2400 ______
__ End of Freedom, Hb. / comb-bound 2200 / 1800 _____
__ James 2 / Rahab
2500 ______
__ Eternity Beckons
500 _____________
__ Jeremiah 31
1800 ______
__ Fearless and Godly Patriots
2000 ____________
__ John 3
700 ______
__ The Forgotten Secret (Prayer)
1250 ____________
__ John 18-21
4000 ______
__ Fourteen Eminent Evangelical Leaders
1250 ______
__ Jonah
3200 ______
__ The Futurist Rapture Conspiracy 1300 ____________
__ Romans
4000 ______
__ Give Not That Which Is Holy... 700 _____________
__ Ruth
1800 ______
__ God and Evil
1800 ____________
__ Who Was the Serpent...?
4000 ______
__ God: Deity of the Nations
1600 ____________
__ Zechariah 4
2000 ______
50
__ God’s Chosen People
9 _____________ __ Salvation Results From / Spurgeon
1750 ______

__ Sober & Sacred Reflections / Poems, Vol. 2 1800 ______
__ Some Astute Observations
700 _____________
__ Some Collected Shorter Works... Record 1800 ______
__ Some Collected Works... Conrad Gaard 1800 ______
__ Some Collected Works E.S. Cox 1850 ____________
Some Miscellaneaous Writings of R.A.B.:
__ Volume 1
2500 __________________
__ Volume 2
2950 __________________
__ Volume 3
3200 __________________
__ Volume 4
3350 __________________
__ Volume 5
3000 __________________
Sound: Body, Mind & Soul - News Journal
__ Volume 1
1200 ____________
__ Volume 2 / 3
2200 ____________
__ Volume 4 / 5
2400 ____________
__ Volume 6 / 7 / 8 / 9
3500 ____________
00
__ full set 1-9 (reg. 93 )
7800 ___________
__ Sovereignty of God (Pink) RAB notes
3250 _____
__ The Sovereignty of God, Predestination... 1600 _____
__ So, You Call Yourself...
700 ___________
__ Subgenation
1650 ___________
__ Stephen Hakwing: Cosmic Tragedy
700 ______
__ Survival Alert, vol. 1.
500 ___________
__ Survival Alert, vol. 2.
500 ____________
__ Talmud Unmasked
1150 ___________
__ Ten Commandments for You(th) 2500 ____________
__ That Not One Of These Little Ones
1700 ______
__ True Caucasian Christianity
600 _____________
__ Ultimate Reconciliation
550 _____________
__ Uncovering Mysteries..., Hb. / pb. 2800 / 1800 _______
__ United States: Christian Nation 1400 ____________
__ Void of Offense...
700 _____________
__ The War Between..., Hb. / pb.
3000 /2000 ________
__ Was Abraham’s Wife Sarah...?
550 _________
__ What is Truth...?
650 _____________
__ What’s Keeping God From...? 950 _____________
__ What the Devil...? / What the Hell...? 4000 _____
__ What Was the “Mark”...?
2750 _______________
__ Which Bible...?
2750 ____________
__ Who Is Responsible for the DEATH...? 300 ______
__ Why Christendom is on Verge Extinction 700 ______
__ You Gentiles / Commissary, etc. 1850 ____________
Posters (Large)
__ Coordinated... Patriarchs
2750 ____________
__ Coordinated... Reformers
2250 ____________
Not Ready
__ Coordinated... Kings
2750 ____________
(Medium)
Peoples of the Bible
1250 ____________
Migrations and Languages of Israel 1250 ____________
The Ten Commandments
1250 ____________
Blessedness / Peace (Psalm 1 / 23)
1250 ____________
Perseverance of the Saints (12x18)
1250 ____________
Fruit of Spirit / Full Armor / Think... 1150 ____________
Faith (Hebrews 11)
1250 ____________

Hope (Beatitudes / Matthew 5)
1250 ____________
Love (I Corinthians 13)
1250 ____________
Prayer / Daily Bread
1150 ____________
Lord’s Prayer / Soldier’s Psalm
1250 ____________
(Small) Nations of Israel series:
5.00 each (circle or check, and total)
__ 1. Britain, __ 2. Ireland, __ 3. Scotland,
__ 4. Wales, __ 5. Netherlands, __ 6. South Africa,
__ 7. Germany.
small poster total _________
Use separate sheet of paper for titles not found on order form.
If submitting order via email, simply copy and paste.
Sub-Total ____________
P&H ________________
Other Donation / Tithe ____________
Grand Total ____________
P&H: 10% (500 minimum shipping) within the U.S.
P&H for large posters separate from books = 7.50.
All 13 large & medium posters for one P&H of 10.00.
for other countries email for details.
Donation forms:
CASH (only for small orders)
POSTAL Money Order preferred;
check / other types of money orders acceptable;
also postage stamps accepted from prisoners.
Your Name/Address: (affix return address label or write neatly)
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Phone (optional) ________________________
Date _________________________________
e-mail address (good idea)
______________________________________________

